
Build an analytic enterprise

with EXASOL 
Choose EXASOL and we will help you to build new businesses

and revenue streams that are driven by data and analytics
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We can help you build an analytic ecosystem by offering an agile and fully automated 

analytic database system that helps you to turn vast amounts of data into business value

You can start small with EXASOL and then grow node-by-node as your data increases; 

the product’s linear scalability allows you to grow and still maintain analytic performance

Use EXASOL how you want to - whether as a full data warehouse solution or as an analytic 

mart that complements your existing solution

Use EXASOL to build the right infrastructure - a logical data warehouse where you no longer 

need a central data repository but can have a more agile infrastructure

We help build an analytic environment right for your business

We can help you build an analytic environment where you push the BI, reporting and 

analytics down to the end-users, away from the centralized structures of the past

With EXASOL, you can make self-service BI and analytics in your business a reality where 

front-line workers can interact with data themselves

You can respond quickly to the requirements of data compliance by ensuring those that are 

allowed to analyze data can, and those that are not allowed cannot

Build a data-driven business where decision-making is no longer based on gut-feel inferences, 

but more on information backed up by facts

We help build decision-making processes based on data 

At EXASOL, we are a truly independent analytic database vendor and do not have a vested 

interested in other technology - we are there to support you

We offer an openness and a level of service that you cannot get with other database vendors 

who are more interested in tieing you up in multi-year, expensive contracts

With EXASOL, you can build the analytic environment that best fits your requirements; our 

openness allows to choose whatever ETL and BI front-end tool to run with EXASOL

With little or no maintenance needed, EXASOL works automatically; therefore it frees you up 

to run analytics, accelerate your BI and reporting and concentrate on your business

We offer an openness and a level of service that is unparalleled

Let us show you how you can get started quickly with EXASOL: www.exasol.com/testdrive
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